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Abstract— A virtual reality interior design tool is a software that allows users to visualize and interact with a 3D 

representation of a room or space in a virtual environment. Using VR technology, users can walk around and view the space 

from different angles, change the color of the walls, add furniture and decor, and experiment with different layout options. 

This type of tool can be used by interior designers, architects, and homeowners to create and visualize designs before any 

physical changes are made to the space. It can also be used for real estate virtual tours, property visualization. The use of 

virtual reality technology in this way can greatly improve the design process by allowing for more accurate visualization, 

better communication between designers and clients, and the ability to make design decisions in a more immersive and 

engaging way. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

    Virtual reality (VR) interior design tools are a relatively new technology that is quickly gaining popularity in 

the design industry. These tools allow users to create and visualize 3D representations of rooms or spaces in a 

virtual environment using VR technology. This enables users to experience and interact with the space in a way 

that was previously not possible, providing a more immersive and engaging design process. 

Interior designers, architects, and homeowners can use these tools to create and experiment with different design 

options, including changes to the layout, colors, lighting, and furniture placement, before any physical changes 

are made to the space. VR interior design tools can also be used for real estate virtual tours and property 

visualization, allowing potential buyers to experience a space before it is built or renovated. 

The use of VR technology in interior design greatly improves the design process by allowing for more accurate 

visualization of the space, better communication between designers and clients, and the ability to make design 

decisions in a more immersive and engaging way. The ability to "walk through" a space in a virtual environment 

can also help to identify potential issues or challenges before they occur in the physical space, saving time and 

money in the long run. 

Moreover, the design process can be quite efficient, and fast, as the users can virtually add or remove items, 

walls, and can easily change colors, texture and more, and that could be done in an instant without need to 

repaint, re-install and more. Furthermore, the tools can generate detailed reports, and the user can share their 

designs with others and get a feedback before they made any construction move. 

Overall, virtual reality interior design tools offer a multitude of benefits that can improve the design process, 

save time and money, and create more immersive and engaging designs. As the technology continues to advance 
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and become more widely adopted, it is likely that VR interior design tools will become an increasingly valuable 

tool for professionals in the design industry. 

Additionally, VR interior design tools can be particularly useful for clients who have difficulty visualizing a 

space based on 2D plans or drawings. By allowing clients to experience a space in a virtual environment, they 

can better understand and visualize the design, and provide more accurate feedback to the designer. 

Furthermore, by providing a shared virtual experience, it can facilitate collaboration between different 

stakeholders in a project, such as architects, interior designers, and builders. The ability to make design changes 

in real-time and to see the  impact of those changes immediately can greatly improve                      

communication and efficiency within the design process. 

Another important advantage of VR Interior Design tools, is it allows access to a vast library of materials and 

elements, like furniture, lighting, textures, colors, and more that can be used in the virtual environment, that 

could make the design process more versatile, and more accurate. As it allows to test different scenarios, and get 

a sense of how the final product would look like before ordering the actual materials. 

As the technology of VR interior design tools continues to improve, we can expect to see even more advanced 

features and capabilities, such as realistic lighting, material textures, and more realistic representation of spatial 

relationships. These advances in technology will make VR interior design tools an even more valuable tool for 

professionals in the design industry and will give them more ability to create more realistic, functional and 

beautiful space. 

Overall, virtual reality interior design tools have the potential to revolutionize the way we design, visualize, and 

experience interiors. It is an innovative technology that can greatly enhance the design process, allowing for 

more accurate visualization, better communication and collaboration, and more immersive and engaging 

designs. Therefore, it could be a valuable asset for research papers to have an in-depth analysis of the current 

technology and future possibilities. 

II. HISTORY EVOLUTION OF VIRTUAL REALITY 

 

Figure 1. Virtual Reality 

The concept of virtual reality (VR) dates back to the 1930s and 40s, when science fiction authors began writing 

about the possibility of creating immersive, computer-generated worlds. However, the technology to create true 

VR did not exist at the time.In the 1960s and 1970s, various researchers and engineers began working on the 

first VR systems. The first VR head- mounted display (HMD) was created in 1968 by Ivan Sutherland, a 

computer science professor at the University of Utah.  

This early HMD was large and cumbersome, and it was primarily used for research purposes.  

During the 1980s and 90s, VR began to be used in more practical applications, such as military training and 

architectural design. The development of more advanced computer graphics and the increasing power of 

personal computers allowed for the creation of more realistic VR experiences.In the early 2010s, VR technology 
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advanced significantly, with the development of affordable and accessible VR devices, like Oculus Rift, HTC 

Vive and PlayStation VR. The usage of VR became more affordable, and it started to be used for more purposes 

like gaming, movies, education and others.Recent advancements in VR technology have focused on making the 

experience more immersive, with the use of haptic feedback, motion tracking, and eye-tracking. With the help 

of 5G and edge computing, a new era of VR use cases like telesurgery, remote maintenance and others have 

emerged. VR technology continues to evolve and is expected to have a significant impact on a wide range of 

industries in the future. 

III. CONSUMPTION OF CO2 IN VR INTERIOR DESIGN TOOL 

       Carbon emissions from virtual reality interior design tools would likely come from the energy used to 

power the computers and servers that run the software. To reduce carbon emissions, one could use energy-

efficient hardware and implement power management settings to minimize energy consumption when the tool is 

not in use. Additionally, using renewable energy sources to power the servers can also help to reduce carbon 

emissions. To achieve carbon neutrality, one could also offset any remaining emissions through the purchase of 

carbon credits or by participating in carbon offset programs. 

To further reduce carbon emissions from virtual reality interior design tools, one could also consider 

implementing cloud-based solutions which can help to reduce the energy consumption associated with running 

the software. Additionally, using virtual reality equipment that is powered by batteries or renewable energy 

sources, instead of traditional AC power, can also help to minimize carbon emissions. It's also worth noting that 

virtual reality technology can potentially help to reduce carbon emissions in the built environment, by providing 

architects and designers with a tool to create and test sustainable building designs before construction 

begins.Overall, reducing carbon emissions from virtual reality interior design tools requires a multi-faceted 

approach that includes the use of energy-efficient hardware, renewable energy sources, sustainable design 

principles, and carbon offset programs. 

IV. TOP VIRTUAL REALITY TRENDS 

       Virtual Reality for Remote Work and Collaboration: With more and more companies implementing remote 

work policies, virtual reality technology is becoming an important tool for remote collaboration and 

communication. Virtual reality allows remote employees to feel as though they are in the same physical space as 

their colleagues, making communication and collaboration more natural and efficient. 

A. Virtual Reality for Real-time rendering and visualization 

 Virtual Reality technology is being used in interior design to create real-time renderings and visualizations of 

rooms, buildings, and spaces. This allows interior designers and architects to create more accurate and detailed 

representations of their designs and make changes in real- time. This technology also enables clients to walk 

through and interact with the space before it's even built, which allows them to better visualize and make 

decisions about the design. 

 

Figure 2. Virtual Reality for Real-time rendering and visualization 
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B. Virtual Reality for Virtual walk-throughs 

   Virtual Reality technology is being used to create virtual walk-throughs of interior spaces. This technology 

allows clients and designers to move through and explore the space from different angles and perspectives, 

which can help them to better understand the layout and flow of the space. 

 

Figure 3. Virtual Reality for Virtual walk-throughs 

C. Virtual Reality for Furniture and Product Visualization 

      Virtual Reality technology is being used in interior design to create virtual representations of furniture and 

other products. This allows interior designers to see how different products and designs will look in the space 

and make more informed decisions about which products to use. 

 

Figure 4. Virtual Reality for Furniture and Product Visualization 

D. Virtual Reality for Lighting Simulation 

        Virtual Reality technology is being used in interior design to simulate different lighting scenarios. This 

technology allows designers to see how different lighting configurations and effects will look in the space and 

make adjustments as needed. 

 

Figure 5. Virtual Reality for Lighting Simulation 
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E. Virtual Reality for Augmented Reality 

      Virtual Reality technology is also being used in interior design to create augmented reality experiences. This 

technology allows designers to overlay digital information and designs onto the real world, which can help them 

to better understand the space and make more informed design decisions. 

 

Figure 6. Virtual Reality for Augmented Reality 

F. Virtual Reality for space planning 

           Virtual Reality technology is being utilized in interior design to plan and organize spaces more 

effectively. This technology allows designers to create virtual models of rooms and spaces, and move furniture 

and other items around in real-time, which can help them to create more efficient and functional layouts. 

 

Figure 7. Virtual Reality for space planning 

G. Virtual Reality for Material and color selection 

      Virtual Reality technology is being used to help interior designers choose the right materials and colors for 

their designs. This technology allows designers to see how different materials and colors will look in the space 

and make adjustments as needed, which can help them to create more cohesive and visually appealing designs. 

 

Figure 8. Virtual Reality for Material and color selection 
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H. Virtual Reality for Virtual Reality-based consultation 

    Virtual Reality technology is also being used for virtual consultations with clients. This technology allows 

designers to create virtual walkthroughs of their designs and share them with clients in real-time, which can help 

to reduce the need for in-person consultations and make the design process more efficient. 

 

Figure 9. Virtual Reality for Virtual Reality-based consultation 

I.Virtual Reality for Virtual Reality-based visualization of design concept 

       Virtual Reality technology is being used to create virtual visualization of design concepts. This technology 

allows designers to create virtual models of their designs, which can be used to share with clients, stakeholders 

and other team members, which can help to communicate the design ideas in a more understandable and 

effective way. 

 

Figure 10. Virtual Reality for Virtual Reality-based visualization of design concept 

J.    Virtual Reality for Virtual Reality-based collaboration 

     Virtual Reality technology is being used to create virtual collaboration spaces for interior designers and 

architects. This technology allows team members to work together in a shared virtual environment, which can 

improve communication, collaboration, and efficiency. 

 

Figure 11. Virtual Reality for Virtual Reality-based collaboration 
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K.    Virtual Reality for Room measurement 

       Virtual Reality technology is being used in interior design to measure the dimensions and other 

specifications of rooms and spaces. This technology allows designers to create virtual models of rooms and 

spaces with accurate measurements, which can help them to create more accurate and detailed designs. 

 
Figure 12. Virtual Reality for Room measurement 

L.  Virtual Reality for Customization 

         Virtual Reality technology is being used in interior design to create customizable designs. This technology 

allows designers to create virtual models of rooms and spaces that can be adjusted and customized to fit the 

specific needs and preferences of clients. 

 
Figure 13. Virtual Reality for Customization 

M.  Virtual Reality for Design Inspiration 

      Virtual Reality technology is also being used to create virtual design inspiration galleries. This technology 

allows designers to explore and interact with a wide range of different design styles and concepts, which can 

help them to gain new ideas and inspiration for their own designs. 

 
Figure 14. Virtual Reality for Design Inspiration 
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N.   Virtual Reality for 3D modeling 

         Virtual Reality technology is being used to create 3D models of rooms and spaces, which can be used to 

create more accurate and detailed designs. This technology allows designers to create virtual models of rooms 

and spaces that can be rotated, zoomed in and out, and viewed from different angles, which can help them to 

better understand the space and make more informed design decisions. 

 

Figure 15. Virtual Reality for 3D modeling 

O.    Virtual Reality for Cost Estimation 

       Virtual Reality technology is being used in interior design to create virtual cost estimations. This technology 

allows designers to create virtual models of rooms and spaces and estimate the cost of materials, labor, and other 

expenses. This can help designers to create more accurate and realistic budgets and financial plans for their 

projects. 

 

Figure 16.1 Virtual Reality for Cost Estimation 

V.    CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, virtual reality technology is becoming an increasingly important tool for interior design 

professionals. Virtual reality technology allows interior designers to create more accurate and detailed 

representations of their designs, which can help them to make more informed decisions and create more 

functional and visually appealing spaces. Virtual reality technology also allows clients to better visualize and 

interact with the space before it's even built. The technology is also being used to create virtual walkthroughs, 

furniture and product visualization, lighting simulation, and augmented reality experiences, that all helps the 

designer to create a more immersive and interactive experience for their clients. 

Virtual reality technology also allows designers to create virtual models of rooms and spaces with accurate 

measurements, which can help them to create more accurate and detailed designs, customize the design to their 

client's preference, gain new ideas and inspiration from virtual design galleries, and create virtual cost 
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estimations. As virtual reality technology continues to evolve and become more sophisticated, it is expected that 

the potential for virtual reality in interior design will continue to grow and expand in the coming years. 

Therefore, it is important for interior designers and architects to stay informed about the latest virtual reality 

trends and tools, to ensure that they are utilizing the technology in the most effective and efficient way possible. 
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